
Senses.

This is a great Routine for the Labco's UFO, 

I was inspired by Rodney james piper  he has a great routine with words on 
cards.

You explain we all have 5 Senses Touch, Sound, Taste, Sight and Smell, as seen 
here on these five cards. 

You explain that you can tell what sense they are thinking of using your Sixth 
sense.

Ask your volunteer to mix up the cards and place them in his pocket and when 
you turn away, you ask them to remove one card from there pocket and to 
place it between there hands, after you confirm they have the card held 
between there hands you get a turn around and get a reading of the card with 
your ufo and ask if they had a look at the card they are holding,

 If they say yes  you go strait into the reveal.

 if they say 'no' you turn around again and ask them to have a look at the sense 
they are holding and to make sure no one else can see. 

the nice thing about doing it this way is you already know the card they are 
holding so you now don't have to go near them again.

ask your volunteer to think about the sense and to be careful not to make it 
easy for you to get by licking there lips if they pick taste, 

then you reveal the sense by ruling out the other senses by saying i can tell 
you are not thinking of sight as your pupils have not changed at all,
 and you did not pick taste as your mouth has remained still
etc.
 then you reveal the sense they are thinking of.
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2. SMELL

1.SIGHT

3. Taste

4. Sound

5. Touch

It's Easy to know what sense they are thinking of as your crib is right in 
front of you.

the cards are in order as you look at the face from the top down.
 
1. Sight
2. Smell
3. Taste 
4. Sound 
5. Touch....... (5 finger's)

the cards Labco provide are made 
with  vinal lettering so there 
will never be a problem with the 
ink smudging and discolouring 
the cards.


